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ABSTRACT 
A new control scheme for a switch-mode power converter is proposed. A dynamic 
programming approach is applied to a buck converter switching regulator powering 
the load with abruptly varying load voltage and with abruptly powering changing 
load current. This approach can be applied to other switch-mode topologies. The 
voltage mode control is applied as it varies the duty cycle and essentially adjusts the 
input voltage drive to the buck LC components which directly affects output voltage. 
A closed-loop control system automatically maintains a precise output voltage 
regardless of varying input and load conditions. In simulation, the performance 
efficiency is slightly dropped by 4% but this feedback control system resulted in 
good regulation that holds a constant output under changing load condition. The gain 
of the feedback is limited to avoid instability. A maximum range of duty ratio gives 
advantages to widen the operation of DC-DC converter. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In control theory, feedback is a process whereby some proportion of the 
output signal of a system is passed (fed back) to the input. This is often used to 
control the dynamic behavior of the system. Examples of feedback can be found in 
most complex system, such as engineering and biology. The processing and control 
of feedback is engineered into many electronic devices and may also be embedded 
in other technologies. Negative feedback is often deliberately introduced to increase 
the stability and accuracy of a system, as in the feedback amplifier. Feedback and 
regulation are self related. By varying the load, this will affect the output power of 
the system and the maximum duty ratio can widen the operational range of DC-DC 
converter. The negative feedback helps to maintain stability in a system in spite of 
external changes while the positive feedback is often amplifying and unstable where 
it will drive the system further away from its original setpoint. Faster output voltage 
stabilization is achieved as the gain increase, and output voltage ripple is shrinking 
by reducing the capacitor value. There are two ways in controlling the feedback 
control system. They are the voltage mode control where it is used to control varying 
load voltage and the current mode control is to vary the load current. The advantages 
of voltage mode control topology are that the control loop can be made relatively 
fast and there is no minimum ON-time required. It is used in fast applications such 
as powering high-end computer processors. The disadvantage of current mode 
control is the blanking time required to sense the current or else, it will cause the 
cycles to prematurely terminate. 











































